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Introduction

COVID-19 has accelerated the adoption of virtual engagement 
between brands and healthcare providers (HCPs) across  
the pharmaceutical industry – but the effectiveness of these 
engagement strategies was proven repeatedly long before  
the pandemic. While it started as an adjunct to traditional 
commercialization tactics, virtual engagement is now an 
essential part of an optimal sales strategy and has been core  
to an inevitable transformation in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Virtual engagement between brands and HCPs is commonly acknowledged among industry 
peers to be a resource-efficient approach to broaden and complement traditional sales force 
efforts, enabling brands to increase reach, frequency and impact. Marketplace competitiveness 
now depends on the speed and efficiency brands can implement virtual engagement tactics for 
interacting with HCPs.  

The current evolution of virtual engagement marries the concept of technology-enabled sale 
representatives with digital marketing tactics to create a Virtual Sales Organization (VSO). 
Beyond the transactional services offered from a traditional call center, a VSO can provide:

• Personalized interactions and redefined content relevance in an omnichannel (OCX)
ecosystem

• Refined segmentation, targeting and greater individual audience intelligence and

• An investment-optimized blend of virtual personal and digital channels, dynamically 
customizable to achieve the greatest business results

As part of an overall customer engagement strategy, a VSO can optimize brand performance 
and customer experience through purpose-driven interactions with state-of-the-art virtual 
engagement at every point in their lifecycles.  
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CALL CENTER ENGAGEMENT CENTER VSO

Focus Manage care pull-through, 
samples and savings card 
deployment, etc. 

Approved disease state and 
brand messaging aligned to 
approved field promotional 
messages

Manage the total account 
needs and deployment of 
channels; promote products 
through full product detail, 
right message, right channel 
and right message

What gives each 
VSO focus 
(analytics, 
training, etc.)?

Training based on how best 
to navigate the gatekeeper 
to provide service (samples, 
co-pay cards)

Persuasive communication, 
advanced virtual selling 
skills training, analytics to 
identify members in need 
(e.g., adherence)

Trained to use targeting and 
analytics to optimize 
performance, segmented 
messaging, engage via 
video, and leverage OCX

What do we 
enable them  
to do (channel  
of choice)?

Email/phone, fulfillment CRM, telephony, video, 
email, fulfillment

Telephony email, video, 
face-to-face, chat, text

How are  
those actions 
automatically 
amplified?

Web traffic, fulfillment Automated triggered 
account-based marketing

Personalized outreach/
reinforcement via OCX

Foundation: Call Center: Transactional Service

Engagement Center: Service and Selling

VSO: Strategic Account Management

How a VSO Works 

A VSO integrates the effectiveness of experienced pharmaceutical sales representatives with the 
tailored, flexible and omnipresent capability of a digitally enhanced engagement center. A VSO can 
expand the reach of brand messages, capitalize on short-term marketing opportunities, and 
provide credible information to the HCP through preferred communication channels.

VSOs engage with HCPs via a highly customized approach to interacting, in contrast to the 
transactional model of traditional call centers. VSOs deliver targeted messages to HCP offices’ 
product and service needs, so brands can tailor the time, channel and content to the interests  
and needs of each customer. The VSO engagement model includes a total office approach,  
going beyond the prescriber to engage with the total treatment team who may handle such  
key functions as facilitating pre-authorizations of drug coverage with different health  
insurance companies.
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VSO engagement tactics complement and amplify the work of traditional 
sales representatives. Prescribers continue to get individualized brand 
messages and reinforcing content from the field force and across other 
channels. The process begins by matching HCP names from sales 
representatives’ call lists to HCPs’ online device IDs so those HCPs  
can be found on the open Web. VSOs then analyze data that sales 
representatives have already been collecting on individual HCPs to 
determine which actions should trigger digital amplification. Based  
on those insights, VSOs send customized brand messages and relevant 
content to individual prescribers to amplify rep activity.  To complete  
the process and create a continuously improving loop, VSOs analyze  
HCP interactions and their commercial impact data and refine individual 
virtual engagement approaches accordingly. 

Virtual engagement strategies and tactics can efficiently resource and  
maximize the commercial business impact of brands at every point in their 
life cycles, from seeding market need to supporting scripts after loss of 
exclusivity, and across the marketplace spectrum, from biotechnology-first 
products to big pharmaceutical blockbusters. 

3000x’s65º5º 65º5º65º5º 3000x’s 3000x’s65º5º

A NEW COMMERCIALIZATION PARADIGM FOR ENGAGING TODAY’S HCPS AND IMPROVING BUSINESS OUTCOMES 

Prescribers 
continue to get 

individualized 
messaging across 

channels and 
through the field

Monday:
Video or phone  

visit with the VSO

CRM entry notes the 
call included a P2P 

learning opportunity

Tuesday:
Webinar invite on P2P 
event appears within 

streaming video 
platform

Thursday:
Banner ad on a recent 
paper appears within 

news site

Friday:
Mobile ad unit on 

peer video appears 
within weather app

VSO engagement tactics complement and amplify the 
work of traditional sales representatives.
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Identifying the Right VSO Partner  
to Maximize Business Impact 
 
To incorporate virtual engagement into an overall customer 
engagement strategy in a cost-effective manner, brands should 
look for partners with particular VSO capabilities and experience, 
such as:

• A proven sales track record in a brand’s therapeutic category, reflecting virtual sales   
specialists with deep knowledge, as well as key influencer and HCP relationships

• Empowering technology and strategic data to provide virtual sales specialists with custom 
market insights

• Deep customer relationship management and data integration systems and experience

• The ability to amplify virtual sales specialist efforts with omnichannel digital marketing 
tactics, scaled and audience-targeted for optimal impact and flexible enough to evolve as 
real-world market signals of demand dictates

• Continuous measurement and actionable performance analytics to enable improvements 
and cross-functional strategic decision making across the brand sales process
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Success Measures: From Activities to Outcomes
Activity-Based Indicators

Outcomes and Motivation

Aligned KPIs Drive Performance Measures, Including Brand NRx,  
TRx, Volume, Marketshare and/or Return on Investment, and  

Are Cohesively Aligned to Program Incentive Compensation Plans

A NEW COMMERCIALIZATION PARADIGM FOR ENGAGING TODAY’S HCPS AND IMPROVING BUSINESS OUTCOMES 

Evaluating Business Outcomes, Not Activities

As we have seen from our experiences at Syneos Health, VSOs can deliver the higher capacity 
while enabling brands to reduce headcount. VSOs can also deliver increased performance 
amplification through omnichannel integration.

HCP/Account KPIs

Account Reach/Frequency
HCP Reach/Frequency
Key Influencer Metrics

Program KPIs

Digital Engagements per Day
Launches Conducted
Length of Discussion

Leads Generated
Samples Delivered

Customer-Audited Feedback
Emails Delivered

VSO KPIs

Attempts/Day
Completed Calls/Day

HCP Reach/Frequency
Call Quality
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Essential to Marketplace Advantage

Virtual engagement between brands and HCPs is now essential to gain a competitive edge. 
Implementing a nimble, customizable model that leverages an omnichannel approach to  
deliver information to a broad range of customers is critical to achieving commercial success. 
From small biopharmaceutical companies with promising compounds to pharmaceutical or 
biotechnology giants with established brands, at Syneos Health, we have the breadth of 
capabilities to support a countless range of customers and commercial needs successfully.  

We develop tailored and multi-channel promotional programs to ensure brand information  
gets to customers’ targeted physicians. Our programs combine face-to-face sales calls with 
on-demand and digital promotions accessible from mobile devices, tablets and Web portals.  
We also design and implement nonpersonal promotional programs, including direct mail, 
emails, inside sales, social media and Web conferencing. Our unique analytics enable us to 
target and focus customers’ promotions effectively.  
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About the Syneos Health Insights Hub
The Syneos Health Insights Hub generates future-focused, actionable insights to help biopharmaceutical companies better execute and succeed in a
constantly evolving environment. Driven by dynamic research, our perspectives are informed by our insights-driven product development model
and focused on real answers to customer challenges to help guide decision making and investment.

About Syneos Health
Syneos Health® (Nasdaq:SYNH) is the only fully integrated biopharmaceutical solutions organization. The Company, including a Contract Research
Organization (CRO) and Contract Commercial Organization (CCO), is purpose-built to accelerate customer performance to address modern
market realities. We bring together approximately 27,000 clinical and commercial minds with the ability to support customers in more than  
110 countries. Together we share insights, use the latest technologies and apply advanced business practices to speed our customers’ delivery  
of important therapies to patients. To learn more about how we are Shortening the distance from lab to life®, visit syneoshealth.com or
subscribe to our podcast.
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